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the Spiritualist Association of Great Britain at this time
Good afternoon everyone and a warm welcome to our Sunday get together.
This is Gina, speaking on behalf of the SAGB, many of you who are listening to
this may sadly have lost someone you love to spirit. Perhaps as recently as
during this cruel pandemic, weather through the virus or other courses. Those

amongst us who are already confirmed spiritualist know, that although loss
and heartbreak are no less painful for us there is indeed a silver lining.
Because we know that despite a short term physical parting our family member
or friend are still alive and well in the spirit world and they do not leave and
forget us. Even when at times we feel at times we feel alone and forsaken on
earth, those who love us in spirit know our anguish and stay beside us.
I want to read to you another passage from White Eagle’s teachings, this time
from a book called Little Book Comfort for the Bereaved.

Remember that there is always someone who loves them waiting in the spirit
world for those who pass on. No one’s journey from the earth to the world of
spirit, without meeting with a loving welcome because every living soul has
some loved one in the world of spirit. Less of the dear ones left behind to
mourn their loss. Angels are with them also and bring to their earthy friends a
spiritual food that can sustain and give them strength.
It is the materiality of the shadow of the earth mind that causes pain and grief.
You can prove this for yourselves when you tune in to the realms of light, when
all burdens will slip away, when you are functioning in full consciousness in the
higher world you will have no burdens you will know happiness, for your be in a
state of happiness and so my children you will learn from this the happiness,
heaven is within the soul.
What we say we hope help you understand that there is no separation at

death, by this we mean that when a soul passes on to the next state which is
usually the astral world it finds itself in exactly the same state of life as what it

goes to every night. When you are what is called asleep you are living for a

time in the astral world and there you are meeting forma companions of your
earthly life.
It is all a matter harmony and you are drawn to those which are in harmony so
for the one that passes there is not the separation you imagine because in deep
sleep all these are luckily in reunion your sleeping here is like the waking over
there on the astral plane. So you must dismiss all thoughts of separation when
the change called death comes, we repeat there is no separation there is no
death it is just a continuation of conscious life.

For those who may be tuning in to a spiritualist meeting for the first time
please please, take comfort from the wise and comforting words of White Eagle
who is one of the gentlest and most sympathetic of spirit guides.
There are many of us who like him come to impart words of wisdom and
comfort through their earthly mediums but equally our loved ones come also.
They give us messages that they still live, they walk with us help us and still
share our lives and when our time of going home arrives.
They will collect us and we shall be with them again just as we once were.
There is no death there is no true separation there is no way to break a bond of
love.
On behalf of our manager Karl and the trustees our staff, mediums and healers
and myself Gina, continue to look for the silver lining and God Bless
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